Remote Control Your Video and Audio World; Turn Entertainment into an Experience
The Motorola MXv3 Universal Remote Control controls up to four devices at once, eliminating clutter and enabling your users to easily control any IR device in their home.

Control
The Motorola MXv3 makes it easy for your customers to enjoy their Home Entertainment Experience. The MXv3 controls up to four different IR-equipped Video and/or Audio devices. Your customers can easily program the MXv3 to control the devices that match their entertainment component needs. With a simple push of the on/off button, users can quickly select the specific items they want to add to the MXv3 control library.

Bundle the MXv3 with your IP set-top and provide your customers with a media-rich entertainment experience. With no professional installation necessary on the MXv3, you can optimize your return on investment, lower operational expenses, and increase your consumer’s overall experience satisfaction.

Simplify
Designed to be setup by anyone, the MXv3 is already equipped with over 95% of all North American consumer electronics’ control codes. And the remaining 5% can be simply taught to the device via its sophisticated learning LEDs.

Decorate
With its sleek piano black finish and its ergonomically placed buttons, the MXv3 takes style to the next level. From form to function, the MXv3 is a remote for the sophisticated consumer. The in-home entertainment experience is driven by the remote control; the MXv3’s elegant design lets your customers begin their experience with a bang.
Motorola’s VIP Series set-tops are helping service providers lower their carbon footprint by helping them lower energy consumption. Motorola has a global commitment to be part of the solution to climate change, working for years to continually improve the environmental profile of our products, operations and supply chain. We are in step with our customers and their increasing interest in partnering with a company that will help them reduce their environmental impact, while offering compelling products that will help them grow their eco-conscious customer base.

Motorola is working to make products with a reduced environmental impact. In the development of our next-generation VIP series set-tops, we have focused on energy efficiency, lead-free manufacturing, and packaging / recycling enhancements. Depending on models and market, our units are ENERGY STAR qualified and compliant with European Code of Conduct regulations. In addition, the devices and power supplies are lead-free and RoHS compliant. Finally, all new VIP set-tops use environmentally friendly package designs. They are available in single bulk pack boxes – eliminating the use of suspension plastic and reducing box size – thereby reducing waste and transport costs. Motorola VIP set-top packaging is 100% recyclable and is marked with standard recycling codes to make it easier for our customers to identify recycling opportunities.